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This paper is a direct extension of the investigation by M. H. Stone'
of commutative self-adjoint operator algebras by means of function space
techniques. (See also later work by Yosida.2) If (t is such an operator
algebra, which is strongly closed, (a is isomorphic to all continuous complex
functions on a certain Hausdorff space X, and to each f of a certain class
of unbounded complex functions on X we assign an unbounded normal
operator T7. The properties of T are then studied in detail. Although
the proof is omitted for lack of space, each normal operator A is of the
form T7, where (a is the algebra generated by (1 + AA*) -1A and

(1 + AA*)-1.
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Besides the study of T, a generalization of a theorem of M. H. Stones
on extremally disconnected spaces is proved, and the spectral theorem for
unbounded normal operators is a simple consequence of the investigation.
The fundamental tool, Lemma 1.1 on monotone convergence, is essentially
due to Bochner and Ky Fan.4
1. Functional Representation.-Throughout H will be a fixed Hilbert
space and (a will be a commutative algebra of bounded operators on IH
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which contains the identity 1, is self-adjoint (if A e (a then the adjoint
A* e (t) and is strongly closed (i.e., if {A,} n is a directed set in (a and A
- nO for each x e H then
is a bounded operator such that Anx A e (t). Convergence will always be Moore-Smith convergence unless
specifically noted otherwise. We write A > 0 to mean A is a non-negative

Axl

operator.
1.1. THEOREM. If A n}n is a monotone increasing directed set of Hermitian operators (i.e., if m > n then Am > An) and if for some real k,
k _
for all n, then {An} n converges strongly to its least upper bound B.
Consequently any bounded set of Hermitian members of (a has a least upper
bound which belongs to a.
Proof: If A is any bounded non-negative operator then (Ax, y) is a-i
inner product so that, by the Schwartz inequality, (Ax, y) 2 < (Ax, x)
. } < (Ax, x)IA and
(Ax, y) 2:
Consequently,
(Ay, y).
< 1}, it is true
=
2<
2 I(Ax, Ax
since
sup
Y)

AnII

IAxI12 <

sup|

IY1y
I(Ax, 2:11yl
Considering now the increasing

IIAx))

(Ax, x)IIA .
{Ann}n, it is
IAxl
for
each x, y,
clear from the polarization identity that (A nx, y) converges,
that
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and since the limit is a bounded bilinear function of x and y, there is a
bounded operator B such that (A nx, y) -> n (Bx, y) for all x and y. Since
B - An > 0, from above, ||(B - An)xI2 < ((B - A,)x, x)B - Anj and
this converges to zero. The rest of the theorem is simple in view of the
functional representation of (t.
If X is the set of multiplicative linear functionals on (a with the weak *
topology then the map F, defined by F(A)(p) = p(A) for p EX, A e a,
carries (a isomorphically6 onto the algebra C? of complex valued continuous
functions on X in such a way that F(A *) is the conjugate function F(A ) .
Non-negative operators correspond to non-negative functions. The inverse map to F will always be denoted T, so that for f e e, Tf is that operator such that F(Tf) = f. Observe that E is a projection if and only if
F(E) is the characteristic function of an open and closed set.
If U is any open set in X then the set of all non-negative continuous
functions f which are zero outside U and are everywhere < 1, has, in view
of the preceding theorem, a least upper bound g in C. It is easy to see
that g = 0 on X\ U, and 1 on U and hence I on the closure U of U. Since
g is continuous, U is both open and closed. A space such that the closure
of every open set is open is extremally disconnected.
1.2 X is extremally disconnected, and finite linear combinations of the
characteristic functions of open and closed sets are dense in C.
2. Extremally Disconnected Spaces.-If S is a Borel subset of a topological space there is an open set U such that the symmetric difference
(S\ U) u (U\ S) is of the first category. If the space is extremally disconnected the set U may be taken open and closed. If the space is com-
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pact, so that each open set is of second category, then the corresponding
open-closed set U is unique.
For each Borel subset S of X, S' will denote the unique open and closed
set such that [(S\ S') u (S'\ S)] e Cat I.
Given a Borel set S, on considering the open sets S' and X\ S', it is
clear that p e S' if and only if for some neighborhood U of p the set U\ S
is of Cat I. Using this criterion it is easy to see:
2.1. If R and S are Borel sets, (R u S)' = R' u S', (R n S)' = R' n S',
RN = R' and (X\ R)' = X\ R'.
M. H. Stone has proved the following theorem for the case Y equals
a closed interval of real numbers. A Borel function is a function such
that the inverse of a Borel set is a Borel set.
2.2 THEOREM. If f is a Borel function on X to the compact metric
space Y then there is a continuous function g on X to Y sisch that f = g
save on a set of the first category.
Proof: A subdivision 5F of Y is a finite disjoint family of Borel sets
whose union is Y, and mesh 5Y is the maximum diameter of a member of !.
Choose a sequence ,n of subdivisions, each a refineme&of its predecessor (each member of 5n+i is a subset of a member of -S;n) with mesh
in < 1/n. For each <in choose a function gn as follows: for each S e 5n)
gn is constant on f-1(S)', and on this set takes a value belonging to S.
Then gn is continuous and I gn(p) - f(p) < mesh in, < 1/n save on a
set of first category. The sequence gn is a Cauchy §equence since
gn(P) - gn+m(P) _ mesh 5n, and converges to a continu6us function g,
and g(P) - gn(P)
mesh 5n,. The set of all p where i(P) >
2/n is consequently of the first category,t and the theorem-follows.
Let e be the set of all continuous functions on X to the complex sphere
which are X only on a non-dense set. e is an algebra, if we:agree that fg
and f + g are those continuous functions which agree with the product
and sum save on a set of Cat I. Clearly e is isomorphic (algebraically)
to the algebra of all complex Borel functions modulo the ideal of functions
vanishing outside a set of the first category.
3. Extension of T.-For f e e let 5f be the set of all characteristic functions of open and closed subsets which are contained in X\ f-( X ). The
set 5F is directed by _, and, using 1.1, T, converges strongly, for e e 5,
to the identity. For e e §f, ef e e.
Let Tfx be lim Tex:: e 5:, whenever this limit exists. Observe that if
= (TIfI2x, x) and (T(,-d) I12x, x)
e and d belong to 9: and e > d then
2so
the
= TefXJ
Cauchy criterion for con12, that, applying
vergence, either
converges for e e 5: to o, or it converges to a
finite number, in which case TefX converges to TJx.
If d e 5F then Tdx belongs to the domain of Tf, for || TeTdXlI is bounded
by I Tfdxll. It follows that the domain of Tf is dense in H. Moreover,

f(P)I
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ITeT,dx:e= e

eE = lim
TfTdx =
It is also straightforward to see that

of T,.

TdTfx

= Tdx, for all x e H.
for
Tdfx aUl x in the domain

3.1. MONOTONE CONVERGENCE THEOREM. If {gnj n is a directed set
of members of e which approach f e e monotonically, in the sense that If - gn
is monotone decreasing with 0 as lower bound in C, then Tg"x converges to
TfX for each x e domain T7, and jj TgnxlJ converges to o for x not an element
of domain T7.
Proof: First, for each e e if, JJ (Te -Tegn)xIj2 = (T(f_n)(f-gn)nX, x)
converges to zero with n, because e f -gn 2 is a monotonic decreasing
directed set and the corresponding operators converge strongly to zero
by 1.1. Next, suppose x e domain T7, and that g and h are members of e
hI
= lim IIITO,x
such that If- 2 _ jf - 2h
Then lTixe
r (Te(f.h)(f_h).x, x):e e 5} = |ITfX -ThxII2. It follows
2 lim
that if m _ n and d . e then I| TfX -TdgmXlI > IITfX
. Now,
for x e domain T7, choose e e iF so Tefx is near Tfx, then n so that if m > n
then Tegmx is near Tf,x and hence near Tfx. As e converges over if to 1,
- Tgmx|I is small for
the di-tance I Tfx decreases, so that
m _ n. If x is not an element of domain T7, choose e e ff so TC,x is large
whence for some n, if m > n, Tegmxlj is large, and since this norm is monotonic increasing in e, TgmxJI is large.
A particular consequence of the theorem is that, in computing Tf,x, f
may be replaced by any subset E of 5f which is directed by > and such
that Te, for e e g, converges strongly to the identity.
3.2. THEOREM. T, is normal, and its adjoint operator is T,.
Proof: Since x e domain T7 if and only if || TefXII is uniformly bounded
for e e 5:, and since
it is clear that domain Tr. =
I = I
domain T7. Also ITfIxI = lim {I ITefXlI : e c 5F = lim {I ITe,TfXlI :e 6 5;} =
I TfxlxI,pso it remains to prove that Tf, is the adjoint of T7. Suppose
(Tfx, y) = (x, y*) for each x e domain T7. Then (Tfx, y) = lim { (Tex, y):
e e i} = lim { (x, Tefy):e e 4}, and it will follow that y* = Tfy if it can
be shown that Tefy|I is bounded for e e W. Let x = Tdfy where d e F.
= lim I (TeTdffrY, y) : e ef} =
Then (Tdf~y, y*) = limI (TefTdf.y, y) :e e
it is clear that II TdyYII _ IIY* |, and the
| Tdf,yI 2. Dividing by II
theorem is established.
0
3.3. ilOREM. If {x,j,} is a sequence in domain T7, if IIxn- xjl
and 7,TfXnII is bounded, then Tlxn converges weakly to Tfx. If x is not an
co.
element of domain 7T then Tfx
<
k for each n. Since for e e i5, I Tx,eII <
Proof: $uppose
IITfx,4I _ k then, letting n-- co, IITfexII < k for each e e if and hence
x e domain 7T'. Since Tfx. is a bounded sequence, weak convergence to
Tfx will be proved if (Tfx,n y) -*,n (T,x, y) for y belonging to a dense subset
of H. Let y = Tcz, for e e ff. Then (Tfxn, TeZ) = (T7TfXn, TeZ) =

T9x1j2

7.xI12:e

-TegnXjI

TegmxlI

ITfx

1

I

IITefxl

TerxjI,

TdrfyII,
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(TefXn, TeZ) n (TefX, TeZ) = (TeTfX, TeZ) = (Tfx, TeZ). To prove the
second statement, if e e a so that
I is large, then for n large,Tf,
<
is large, and II
This theorem strengthens the result that the graph of Tf is closed.
We now show the closure of the graph of TfT, is the graph of Tf,,. Let
8 be the set of characteristic functions of all open and closed sets which
are disjoint from f-( oo) u g-1( o). Then Tfx, Tx,X and TfQx can each be
computed as lim TefX: e e 8}, etc. If Tpx E domain Tf then for e e 8,

TefXnl

TfT,x

I

jTfXnlI

IITefxJ
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= lim { TfTeX: e e 8} = lim { TfTeTex: e e 8} = lim { Tex: e E8},
and since this limit exists, it is Tf,x. The graph of TfTg is then a subset
of the graph of TJ,,. For x c domain Tfg, choose e e 8 so that x is near TeX
and Tefgx is near TfgX. Then TgTex = TeTeuX belongs to domain TJ, and
since TfTQTex = Tefx the pair <Tex, TfTgTex> is near the pair <x, Tfgx>.
The same sort of argument shows that the graph of Tf+, is the closure of
the graph of Tr + T. and the following theorem is established.
3.4. THEOREM. The algebra e is isomorphic to an algebra (a under T,
in the sense that the graphs of Tfg and Tf+g are, respectively, the closures of
the graphs of T,T,, and Tf + T,.
If f e e and the set of zeros of f contains an open and closed set then
ef = 0 for the characteristic function e of this set. Each x belonging to
the range of Te maps under Tf into zero, so that TI can have no inverse.
If the zeros of f are non-dense we will now show that T1/1Tfx = x for each
x e domain T1. If e is the characteristic function of an open and closed
set disjoint from (1/f)-'(o), Te(l/f)Tfx = Tc(l/f)TeTfx = Tex. Consequently, the norm of this vector is bounded, for such an e, by I|I x| and
Tfx e domain T1lf, and the preceding theorem completes the proof.
3.5. Tf has an inverse if and only if the zeros of f are non-dense, and in
this case (Tf) -I = Tlf.
4. The Spectral Resolution for (3.-The following form of the spectral
theorem is suggested by the measure theoretic form used by Halmos.'
For each Borel set U in X let u( U) = Te, where e is the characteristic function
of the open and closed set U' such that the symmetric difference (U'\ U) u
(U\ U') is of first category. The projection valued set function ,u is the
spectral measure for a± (or for d). If V) is a family of Borel subsets of X
we agree that { I( U): U EV}I is to be the limit in the strong operator
topology of the sums over finite subfamilies of V, the limit being taken
in the direction of increasing subfamilies.
4.1. ,u is additive over countable disjoint families of Borel sets, and over
arbitrary disjoint families of open sets.
Proof: If VU is a disjoint family of Borel sets and VU' is the family of
corresponding open and closed sets then the finite sums defining
2{1u(U): U e 'u4 are a monotone increasing directed set of projections
bounded by the identity, and consequently converge in the strong operator
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topology to their least upper bound. This least upper bound is the correspondent under T of the characteristic function e of the closure of
u U: U e- V'}. If the members of V are open, or if V is countable, Te
is (u U: UeU}).
For a Borel set U in X let VU be the family of all open sets which contain
U. Then VU is directed by c, and we will show that ,u(U) is the limit in
the strong operator topology of ,(V) for V e V. First, in case U is nondense, lim ,u( V): V E V } is 0, because of 1 .1, and for each x e II,
-s 0. Next, if U is the union of a sequence of non-dense sets,
we may, by the familiar "E/2n" argument, again see that ||,u(V)x|| -v 0
for each x e H. The result, for arbitrary Borel set U, is now immediate.
By complementation it follows that , U), for each Borel set U, is the strong
limit of ,u(C) for compact subsets C of U directed by D. A set function
v, on the Borel sets of X to a topological space L, such that v(U) is the
limit of v( V) for V open and containing U is regular relative to the topology
of L. The following theorem is due to Halmos.5
4.2. ,u is regular relative to the strong topology for (a. If G is a function
on at to a topological space which is continuous relative to the strong topology
then G,u is regular.
For f E eC and v a finitely additive function on the Borel sets of X to a
linear topological space we define ffddv as follows. (The integral depends
on the topology assigned the linear topological space.) If f is the characteristic function of a Borel set U then jffdv = v( U). A simple function
is a finite linear combination of characteristic functions of Borel sets,
and its integral is defined accordingly. For f e C, f _ 0, let 9 be the set
of all simple functions g such that o < g < f. Then 9 is directed by _,
and ffdv is the limit of f gdv for g E 9. The integral of an arbitrary real
function belonging to e is the difference of the integrals of the positive
and negative parts, and the integral of a complex function is (integral of
real part) + i (integral of imaginary part). It is straightforward to verify
that Tf = ffd,u for f E e. (The limit defining the integral is taken in
the norm topology for (a.)
For x e H let ,t' be the set function such that for each Borel set U,
j'(U) =,(U)x. Then 4' has values in H. By using the theorem :3.1
on monotone convergence, and noticing that if x E domain Tf then x
belongs to the domain of the operators corresponding to each of the four
parts of f, one obtains:
4.3. SPECTRAL THEOREM. For f e C, Tf = ffd,u. For f e C, Tfx
ffd,u. (x E domain Tf if and only if the right-hand integral exists.)
For y l1i, let yz '(U) = (MX'(U), y) = (g(U)x, y). Then ,u"' is a finiite,
complex valued "measure," and (Tfx, y) = ffdJ ,'Y. The definition of
integral coincides, for ,Z 8, with the conventional one. However, 4.3 is
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stronger than the latter result-the sums approximating ffd,z converge
to Tfx in the norm topology of H, as well as in the weak.
For f e e we define a spectral measure on the Borel subsets of the complex plane by v(U) = M(f'-(U)). It is easy to check that for U open
v(U) is the strong limit of the measures of compact,subsets of U, so that
v is regular. Moreover, ff(p)dup = fZdvZ, for' one may verify that
the approximating sums are identical. Hence, T, = fZdvZ for f e e,
and Tfx = fZdp'Z for f e C6, where v2(U) = v(U) (x).
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This is an investigation of the .structure of a commutative strongly
closed, self adjoint algebra d, with 1 e d, of operators on a Hilbert space H.
For brevity, the paper is written as a continuation of the preceding note'
assuming its notation and results. The principal theorem is: There is a
unique multiplicity function 4 on the spectrum X of a to the cardinal
numbers, 4 being continuous relative to the order topology for the cardinals; from X and 0 the space Hand the algebra a may be recotistructed,
to a unitary equivalence. (The intuitive motivation: If x E H is, for each
A e a, a characteristic vector with characteristic value X (A), then X is a
homomorphism of d into the complex numbers; i.e., X e X. Thus X can
be interpreted as the space of characteristic values, to each of which we

